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Dear STERN  reader,
As our colleague Gerd Heidemann for the first time reported the chief editor, he was previously 
unknown diaries of Hitler on the track, no one would believe him. A whole generation of historians 
had combed through the archives in an attempt to fathom Hitler. Thousands of agents of the four 
occupying powers had searched the files of the basement of the Nazi-services for documents, 
questioned the small and large batches of the Third Reich, never turned up even a reference to 
diaries. Our initial skepticism quickly changed in head-shaking amazement. You will be tracing the 
maybe if you see and read what Heidemann has collected. It is simply incredible.

As the Third Reich was in ruins, Heidemann was just 13 years old, was evacuated from the 
bombed-out Hamburg in the Lüneburg Heath. On the edge of the village Dorfmark camped the 
withdrawn from Holland Panzer Division, Hitler Youth, for the Pimpf Heidemann attraction in the 
hours after school. The 17 year old Waffen-SS men to the child who looked up to them with bright 
eyes, brought the cutting of guns and shooting at. A few months later saw Heidemann liberated, 
emaciated inmates of the nearby concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen, the whispering of the adults 
learned about the atrocities that had happened there. 38 years later, holds the Stern Report 
Heidemann the most intimate records of the man in the hands, in whose name this happened all the 
time.

The diaries are only part of the find. Heidemann took extra diary volumes of the "Führer" on the 
case of Hess, the assassination of 20 July 1944, drawings and oil paintings of former painter Hitler, 
letters and love letters, poems, and the hand-written 25-point party program of 1920.

The very scope of the documents findings justified the conclusion: The history of the Third Reich 
must be partially rewritten. The content than ever: In a completely new light on the case appears 
Heß, the deputy-leader of the flight to England. Who knew nothing of how Hitler secretly distrusted 
his chief torturer Himmler. Still puzzled historians, when the dictator's decision to attack on the 
Soviet Union seized. The diaries reveal it. Most sensitive: Hitler's statements about the Jews.

For historians and laymen to terminate weeks, months and years of exciting reading of excited 
discussion. Because of the wealth of material - but also in view of the reader, the apnea need to be 
indulged - the star will publish the diaries in three blocks of self contained series. The first 
production block, which begins in this issue describes the adventure of the discovery history and 
next to the Heß case. The Heß mission was placed at the beginning, because the main party is still 
alive and in view of the publication may be willing to break be 42 years of silence. Then the star is 
the diaries of their chronology following summarized in topics, publish. With Hitler's secret account 
of the murders of his Duz-Freund Röhm, the inheritance of the Reich President Hindenburg and the 
assumption of command of the armed forces includes the first production sequence. The takeover in 
1934 is now complete.

The second block presents the Hitler series of pre-war period. The "peace time" lasted only six 
years, just twelve months longer than it is today the term of a President, two years shorter than even 



the reign of Helmut Schmidt. But what, in these years everything was done: Rhinenland-uprising, 
Spanish civil war, upgrade, general affair of the "Anschluss" of Austria, reaching for 
Czechoslovakia, the secret pact with Stalin against Poland - all shown in the mirror of Hitler's 
personal notes. Within this second sequence of the STERN will also combine the scattered years 
diary entries Hitler to his illness - the story of a gifted hypochondriac and his end as a drug addict 
Hitler encapsulated personal world is evident in a chapter that evaluates its official Board sticky 
notes on women who crossed his path, about his relatives who surrendered to journalists about the 
prominent family member, about the attempts to ascribe to Jewish ancestors banality as a key to the 
person.

Policy and Personal mix in the chapter on the artist Hitler, who in the staging of party conferences, 
drafting of colossal buildings, the pilgrimage to Bayreuth lived out his mystical delusions.

Part three brings the years of war. Hitler's version of the assassination in summer 1944, the terrible 
chapter "Final Solution of the Jewish question." The series concludes with the last 100 days in the 
bunker.

Two objections to these publications are obvious. Perfect one: Where do we have the guarantee that 
these transcripts are genuine, that it does not a brilliant forger - possibly at the Potsdam Military 
Academy - produced, at which destabilization campaign ever? The star can consider carefully the 
diaries - an effort which in the guild historian, is not always the case. Forensic experts and world-
class contemporary historians fell upon the documents. Your opinion is so unanimous as unique. 
According to human discretion can be no doubt as to the authenticity. On behalf of all here is the 
verdict of the British historian and Hitler expert Trevor-Roper, Lord Dacre played today. He was 
full of skepticism arrived to examine the documents. But now he is one hundred percent convinced 
of its authenticity.

Second objection: If such a publication does not promote neo-Nazi tendencies? In response to the 
question: Where should a journalist derive the right to document such weight and oppression of the 
public not to give the opportunity to own verdict? Suppressed documents are far more likely to 
legend. The keyhole perspective of Hitler's notes may reduce some crimes of the Nazi regime. For 
this reason, the STERN prints these notes not only from the text, but presents them in their social, 
economic and political - just that is often: criminal in context.

In particular, we Germans have so far, hardly a surprise, not found his way to the obvious conflict 
with the Nazi regime. At my school history lessons in just about the First World War and the 
beginnings of the Weimar Republic were dealt with in short supply. That was in the fifties, sixties. 
Later, when Willy Brandt, a refugee, came to the forefront of the government, there was more 
willingness to deal with the Nazi past - not only in schools.

Sure, the spiritual and moral confrontation could often not be made up. Judges and prosecutors, 
civil servants and soldiers, teachers, doctors, economists and politicians had elegant leap from 
dictatorship to the democratic Federal Republic of managed long dominated the state and private 
environment. But in a sign of detente came in historiography at least now the victims of the Third 
Reich to its right.

With his series about the children of Bullenhuserdamm, the jeweler of Majdanek, the fate of the 
"Cap Arcona" and the many contemporary contributions Sebastian Haffner, STERN has tried to do 
its part to a truthful picture of the Nazi tyranny. Years before the STERN had the Hitler biography 
by Joachim Fest published in the advance copy - a piece of information in 29 episodes.

The new series based on Hitler's diaries and from the STERN editors Gerd Heidemann, Leo Pesch 



and Thomas Walde be written, can be seen in this sequence: part of a comprehensive examination of 
that incredible event that the heart of Europe in this century a civilized nation of barbarism lapsed.

The Soviet KGB, the American CIA and the Mossad of Israel would adhere to our heels and out of 
its interest to try to get insight into the diaries or to destroy them. This told us by experienced 
colleagues from America and England. I think more to the fact that this intelligence be true STERN 
readers. Everything else I think is exaggerated. Though: It would fit into this historical and 
journalistic thriller that begins now in the STERN on page 20.

By the way: The star is the originals of the diaries after the publication of his series over to the 
Federal Archives.

Peter Koch.

Cover and seal one of the 60 volumes that Stern has discovered 38 years after the war, in Adolf 
Hitler's handwriting. Notes were lost since 21 April 1945.
The result of the sensational discovery:
The history of the Third Reich will have to be re-written in large parts.

Diary note dated 1 September 1943:
In these books ... I have my own thoughts set down so that I can make at a later time a clear 
picture .... The showdown comes immediately after the war...

The war in the Reich Chancellery: The Führer wants to stay in the shelter, the staff packed the 
boxes.
The last photo: SS-Adjutant Julius Schaub shows Hitler the destroyed office spaces.
When the Red Army approached Berlin, records and are managed by employees of the leader 
Bayern (Bessere Übersetzung erforderlich  - Better translation required) 

Zehn Maschinen starten in Berlin. Nur eine kommt nicht ans Ziel. Und das war die wichtigste.

Ten planes take off in Berlin. Only one is not the goal. And that was the most important. (Bessere 
Übersetzung erforderlich  - Better translation required)

 

Eine Ju 352 der Führer-Flugstaffel transportierte Hitlers geheime Akten, darunter die Kiste mit den 
Tagebuchern. Die Maschine startete in Schönwalde bei Berlin und sollte nach Ainring bei Salzburg 
fliegen. Am 21. April 1945, sechs Uhr morgens, stürzte sie südlich von Dresden ab.

One Ju-352 of the Führer squadron transported Hitler's secret files, including the box of diaries. The 
aircraft took off in beautiful forest near Berlin and was to fly to Ainring in Salzburg. On 21 April 
1945, six clock in the morning, rushed them off to the south of Dresden.

Im Börnersdorf bei Dresden entdeckt: die Graber der Männer, die Hitlers Tagebücher 
transportierten.



Discovered in Börnersdorf in Dresden: the graves of the men who transported Hitlers diaries.

 

Der Pilot: Friedrich Gundlfinger, 44, letzter Dienstgrad Major, hatte mit der brennenden Maschine 
vergebens eine Notlandung versucht.
Der Bordmechaniker: Oberfeldwebel Wilhelm Budack, 49. starb in den Trümmern der Ju 352. Seine 
Frau erhielt die Todesnachricht erst drei Jahre später.
Der Bordschütze: Unteroffizier Franz Westermaier, 24, wurde aus seinem MG-Stand geschleudert 
und überlebte als einziger.
Der Diener: SS-Hauptscharführer Wilhelm Arndt, 23. vom Führer-begleitkommando, hatte Hitler in 
der Reichskanzlei bedient.
Der Leibwächter. SS-Hauptscharführer Max Fiebes, 35. von der Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, wurde 
zusammen mit drei Kameraden der Leibwache getötet.

 

The Pilot: Frederick Gundlfinger, 44, last rank was Major, attempted an emergency landing with the 
burning machine in vain.
The Flight Engineer: Sergeant William Budack, 49 died in the wreckage of the Ju352. His wife did 
not receive  the news of his death until three years later.
Gunner: Sergeant Frank Maier, 24, was thrown from his machine-level and was the only one who 
survived.
The servant: SS Master Sergeant William Arndt, 23 commando from the Hitler driver-escort, had 
served in the Chancellery.
The bodyguard. SS- Hauptscharführer Max Fiebes, 35, of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, along with 
three comrades of the guard was killed.

Bis zu seinem Tod hat Hitler nicht mehr erfahren, wo das Flugzeug mit den Tagebuchen geblieben 
ist.

Until his death, Hitler did not learn where the aircraft had remained with the diary.

STERN-Reporter Gerd Heidemann mit zwei Fenstern aus der Kanzel der abgestürzten Ju 352. Noch 
drei Jahre nach dem Absturz lagen Reste der Maschine am Rand des »Heidenholzes« bei 
Börnersdorf. Dann hatten Buntmetallsammler die letzten Teile abgeräumt. Die Fenster entdeckte 
Heidemann bei einem Bauern.

Stern reporter Gerd Heidemann with two windows of the cockpit of the crashed Ju352. Three years 
after the crash were remnants of the machine were found at the edge of the 'pagan wood' at 
Börnersdorf. Then nonferrous metal collectors had cleared away the last pieces. The windows 
Heidemann were discovered by a farmer.

In Hitlers Schrift spiegeln Aufstieg und Untergang.

In Hitler's - the rise and fall reflected.

lch werde ab sofort meine politischen Unternehmungen und Gedanken in Notizen festhalten, um 
wie jeder Politiker diese der Nachwelt zu erhalten.  - 19. November 1932
Die schon erwartete Groß-offensive hat begonnen. Stehe uns der Herrgott bei!- Ohne Datum, 



wahrscheinlich am 16. April 1945

Als Hitler 1932 seine Tagebucheintragungen beginnt, ist er auf dem Sprung zur Macht. 1933 wird er 
Reichskanzler. Die letzte Eintragung macht er etwa zwei Wochen vor seinem Selbstmord. Hitlers 
Schrift ist flüchtig und kaum noch zu lesen.

I will now hold my political ventures and ideas in notes, as any politician, to save this for posterity. 
- 19. November 1932
The already anticipated major offensive has begun. Stand with us, the Lord God - without date, 
probably on 16 April 1945

When Hitler began his 1932 diary, he is well on the way to power. In 1933 he was chancellor. The 
last entry he makes about two weeks before his suicide. Hitler's writing is volatile and hard to read 
yet.

Himmler will die Macht, und Röhm muß sterben.

Himmler wants the power, and Röhm must die.

SS-Chef Heinrich Himmler und SA-Chef Ernst Röhm sind Todfeinde. Als Himmler im Juni 1934 
Meldungen über einen geplanten SA-Putsch vorlegt, läßt Hitler den SA-Führer erschießen. Im 
Tagebuch erregt er sich über den feigen Röhm, aber auch über die Bespitzelung Eva Brauns durch 
Himmler und die Liebesaffären seines Propagandaministers Goebbels.

Werde in den nächsten Tagen einen geheimen Erlaß herausgeben, daß ich von meinen engsten 
Mitarbeitern und den Partei-Führern im Reich keinerlei Affären mehr wünsche. Auch kann ich die 
Schnüffeleien von Himmler nicht gebrauchen, er schnüffelt auch E. nach. - 30. April 1935.
Auf Grund seiner Verdienste hätte ich Röhm nicht so hart bestraft, da aber bei den Verhören 
herauskam, wie er mich belogen und hintergangen hat, habe ich ihm die Gelegenheit gegeben selbst 
die Konsequenzen zu ziehen. aber selbst dazu war er zu feige. Er wurde danach auf meinen Befehl 
hin erschossen. - 3.Juli1934

 

SS-chief Heinrich Himmler and SA chief Ernst Röhm are mortal enemies. When Himmler 
submitted in June 1934 reports of a planned coup by the SA, Hitler ordered that they can shoot the 
SA leaders. In his diary he is excited about the cowardly Röhm, but also about the spying by Eva 
Braun, Himmler and the love affairs of his Propaganda Minister Goebbels.

Will publish in the next few days a secret decree that I want from my closest colleagues and the 
party leaders in the kingdom - no more scandals. I also can not use the snooping of Himmler, he 
also sniffs for E.. - 30 April 1935.
On the basis of merit I had not wanted Röhm punished so hard, but because during the 
interrogations came out, as he has lied and deceived me, I have given him the opportunity to draw 
the consequences. but even he was too cowardly. He was then shot and killed on my orders. - 
3.Juli1934

Was Hitler am Terror der 'Reichskristallnacht' nicht gefiel.

What Hitler did not like on the terror of 'Kristallnacht'.



Am 9. November 1938 inszenierte Propagandaminister Goebbels die Reichskristallnacht, bei der 
über 7000 jüdische Geschäfte verwüstet wurden. Zwar hatte Hitler befohlen, daß spontanen 
Demonstrationen gegen Juden nicht entgegenzutreten sei, aber die Willkürakte gingen ihm zu weit. 
Im Tagebuch beklagt er den Sachschaden und sorgt sich um die Reaktion des Auslandes.

On 9 November 1938  propaganda minister Goebbels staged 'Kristallnacht,' over 7,000 Jewish 
shops were devastated by the event. Although Hitler had ordered that spontaneous demonstrations 
against Jews, who did not oppose, but the arbitrary acts went too far. In his diary he laments the 
damage and worries about the reaction of foreign countries.

Die Kundgebungen gegen Juden im Reich nehmen überhand habe auch schon mit Göring, Dr. 
Goebbels und Lutze gesprochen. Es geht nicht das unserer Wirtschaft durch einige Hitzköpfe 
Millionen und aber Millionenwerte vernichtet werden allein schon an Glas. Meldung, mir wird von 
einigen unschönen Übergriffen einiger Uniformträger gemeldet, an einigen Orten auch von 
erschlagenen Juden und jüdischen Selbstmorden. Sind diese Leute denn verrückt geworden?
Was soll das Ausland dazu sagen. Werde sofort die nötigen Befehle herausgeben.   -10. November 
1938

The demonstrations against Jews in Germany had to take the upper hand. Already spoken with 
Göring, Goebbels and Lutze. It is not for our economy to be destroyed by a few hotheads millions 
and millions to glass. Message is reported to me by some ugly attacks of some Uniform, in some 
places of the slain Jews and Jewish suicides. If these people become as crazy?
What should residents say. Will immediately issue the necessary orders. - 10. November 1938

Seinen Freund, Italiens Duce, hat Hitler nie ganz ernst genommen.

His friend, Italian Duce, Hitler never taken very seriously.

Graf Ciano bei mir. Mussolini hat keinen Schneid mir unter die Augen zu kommen. Habe schon 
Göring gesagt, ich betrachte Mussolini als meinen Statthalter in Rom. Ciano ist faßt 
niedergeschlagen, er hat sehr viel von seiner Hochnäsigkeit verloren. Unsere Truppen marschieren 
derweilen in Warschau ein.-1. Oktober 1939

Count Ciano me. Mussolini has no cutting me to get under the eyes.
Göring had already said, I regard Mussolini as my deputy in Rome. Ciano is nealry defeated, he has 
lost much of his arrogance. Our troops march in Warsaw meanwhile one. - 1. October 1939

Nur in der Öffentlichkeit mit Mussolini im Gleichschritt: Nach dem Einmarsch der Deutschen 
Wehrmacht in Polen machtsich Hitler über die Friedensbemühungen des Duce und dessen 
Außenministers Graf Ciano lustig.

Only in public with Mussolini in step: After the invasion of the German army in Poland, Hitler 
makes fun of the peace efforts of the Duce and his foreign minister, Count Ciano.

Hitlers Tagebuch enthüllt, was er von Heinrich Himmler hielt.

Hitler's diary reveals what he thought of Heinrich Himmler.

Hinter dem Attentat im Münchner Bürgerbräukeller - am 8. November 1939 durch den Schreiner 



Georg Elser - vermutete Adolf Hitler eine Verschwörung der SS. Vier Wochen zuvor hatte er 
Himmler Weisung gegeben, in Polen »keine Repressalien gegenüber der Bevölkerung« 
durchzuführen. Diese Tagebuchnotiz widerspricht allen bisherigen Veröffentlichungen über Hitlers 
Kenntnis von den Terroraktionen der SS schon in den ersten Tagen des Krieges.

Behind the assassination attempt in Munich Bürgerbräukeller - on 8 November 1939 by the 
carpenter Georg Elser - Adolf Hitler suspected a conspiracy of the SS.  Four weeks earlier he had 
given instructions to Himmler, to perform in Poland no reprisals "against the people" . This diary 
entry is contrary to all previous releases of Hitler's knowledge of the terrorist actions of the SS in 
the first days of the war.

lch glaube fest, daß die Verantwortlichen in meiner nächsten Umgebung zu suchen sind. Werde 
auch das Gefühl nicht los, das Himmler, nachdem ich ihm angedroht habe, ihm wegen der 
Anschuldigungen in Polen, wegen Mißachtung meiner Befehle vor ein Parteigericht zu stellen, 
etwas damit zu tun hat. Dieser hinterhältige Kleintierzüchter mit seinem Drang zur Macht, dieser 
undurchsichtige Buchhaltertyp wird mich auch kennenlernen. Habe sofort eine strenge und 
gründliche Untersuchung angeordnet. - 11. November 1939

l strongly believe that those responsible are to be found in my immediate environment. Do not get 
rid of the feeling that Himmler, after I had threatened him to place because of the allegations in 
Poland, for contempt of my orders before a party court, has something to do. This sneaky small 
animal breeders with his urge to power, this type is opaque accountants get to know me well.
I immediately ordered a strict and thorough investigation. - 11. November 1939

Auch sein Verhältnis zu Eva Braun beschreibt Hitler im Tagebuch.

Hitler describes his relationship with Eva Braun in the diary.

Viel Lied hatte Eva durchzustehen. Wie mir die Ärzte am 30. mitteilten, war es nur eine 
Scheinschwangerschaft. Eva aber glaubt an einen Abortus. Gerade nun, da ich wirklich keine Zeit, 
die diese junge Frau nun brauchte, habe, muß ich sie so allein lassen. Aber ich hoffe, da Eva sehr 
einsichtig ist, in ihren jungen Jahren, sie wird schnell darüber hinwegkommen. -31. Juli 1940.

Many song Eva had to go through. As my doctors on 30 announced, it was just a false pregnancy. 
Eva believes it was a miscarriage. Especially now that I really have no time, took this young woman 
now have, I have them so leave them alone. But I hope, as Eva is easy to understand in their early 
years, they'll get over it quickly. - 31. July 1940.

Hitlers Beziehung zu Eva Braun wurde jahrelang streng geheimgehalten. 1932 und 1935 unternahm 
sie Selbstmordversuche, weil sie sich von ihm vernachlässigt fühlte. Das Tagebuch zeigt, wie sich 
Hitler kurz nach dem Ende des Frankreichfeldzuges um die Gesundheit der Geliebten sorgte.

Hitler's relationship with Eva Braun was kept strictly secret for years. Between 1932 and 1935 she 
made suicide attempts, because she felt neglected by him. The diary shows how Hitler saw her 
shortly after the end of the French campaign for the health of his beloved.

Blumen für den General, Spott für die Verschwörer.

Flowers for the General, Scorn for the conspirators.



Nach dem Attentat vom 20. Juli 1944 besucht Hitler im ostpreußischen Reservelazarett Carlshof 
den verwundeten Generalmajor Walther Scherff. Hitler ist bei dem Anschlag im Führerhauptquartier 
nur leicht verletzt worden. Im Tagebuch verspottet er die Verschwörer und wirft, ihnen Beziehungen 
zum »blaublütigen« Offizierskorps vor, das er haßt.

After the assassination attempt of 20 July 1944, Hitler visited the wounded Major-General Walther 
Scherff  in the East Prussian military hospital at Carlshof . Hitler was wounded in the attack on his 
headquarters only slightly. In his diary he makes fun of the conspirators and throws them links to 
the "blue-blooded," the officer corps at the front, whom he hates.

Ha, ha, daß ich nicht lache! Diese Lumpen hatten schon eine neue Reichsregierung gebildet. Die 
Aufstellung liest sich wie eine von mir aufgestellte Liste von Nichtskönnern und Taugenichtsen, 
Reichspräsident sollte der ehemalige Generaloberst Beck werden. (kein Durchsetzungsvermögen, 
den Blaublütern hörig,) Reichskanzler Carl Goerdeler (Farbloser Kleinpolitiker), Vizekanzler 
Wilhelm Leuschner. (Ebenfalls den Blaublütern hörig) - Eintragung Ende Juli 1944.

Ha, ha, I laugh! These rags had already formed a new Government. The list reads like an approach I 
list of incompetents and scoundrels, Reich President should be the former General Beck. (No 
enforcement power, the blue bloods of hearing,) Chancellor Carl Goerdeler (small colorless 
politician), Vice-Chancellor Wilhelm Leuschner. (Also the blue bloods in bondage) - Registration 
Date July 1944.

Hitler skizziert, wie er die Bombe gelegt hätte.

Hitler outlined how he had placed the bomb.

In seiner weißen Marschallsuniform besichtigt Hermann Göring kurz nach dem Attentat die 
verwüstete Baracke. Hitler legt über den 20. Juli 1944 einen Sonderband seiner Tagebücher an und 
nennt ihn »den schwersten Bericht meines bisherigen Lebens«. Darin skizziert Hitler, wie er die 
Bombe unter die Tischplatte gelegt hätte. Er kreuzt die seiner Meinung nach fehlplazierte Bombe 
durch und malt daneben den Platz für die größte Sprengwirkung links von der rechten Tischstütze. 
Seinen eigenen Standplatz vor dem Tisch hat er ebenfalls mit einem dicken Punkt markiert.

In his white Marshal's uniform, Hermann Göring visited shortly after the attack which devastated 
the barracks. Hitler sets of 20 July 1944 a special volume of his diaries, and called it "the most 
serious report of my life." It outlines Hitler, as he had placed the bomb under the table. He cruises 
through in his opinion, failed bomb placed next to it and painted the place for the most explosive 
effect left from the right desk support. Its own stand at the table, he has also marked with a thick 
point.

Wenn die Bombe anders gelegt worden wäre, ihre Wirkung ist nicht auszudenken - Undatiert, 
vermutlich am 26. Juli 1944

If the bomb had been placed differently, its effect is unthinkable - Undated, probably on 26 July 
1944

Mit einem Telefonanruf kam er dem Schicksal der verschollenen Führermaschine auf die Spur.

With a telephone call he came the fate of the missing leader machine on the trace. (I think google 
has given up!)



Hitlers Tagebücher haben, so stellte Gerd Heidemann fest, den Flugzeugabsturz vom 21. April 1945 
und die jahrzehntelange Lagerung unversehrt überstanden. Heute werden die Bände im Safe einer 
Schweizer Bank verwahrt.

Hitler's diaries have, so stated Gerd Heidemann, survived the plane crash of 21 April 1945 and the 
decades-long storage survived intact. Today, the volumes in the safe of a Swiss bank kept.

Wie Sternreporter Gerd Heidemann die Tagebücher fand.

As Stern reporter Gerd Heidemann found the diaries.

On Monday, the 13th October 1980, STERN reporter Gerd Heidemann selected the telephone 
number 0 30 / 41 90 40 in Berlin-Reinikkendorf. In the former Armed Forces Information Office 
(WASt), today, "German Center for the notification of next of kin of fallen soldiers of the former 
German army," he inquired after the fate of the pilot Major Friedrich Anton Gundlfinger.

Heidemann experiences: the officer is fallen on 21 April 1945 near the village Börnersdorf, 
southeast of Dresden.

This inquiry began a search for clues, which lasted two and a half years. At its end there is a 
historical sensation: the discovery of the secret diaries of Adolf Hitler's.

After evaluation of the diaries, extracts of which begin in the next issue of STERN, the impression 
is that the Dictator and Biographical History of the Third Reich in large parts - rewritten.

In the period from 22 June 1932 to April 1945 - the last entry is not dated - Adolf Hitler has written 
60 volumes. In addition, a special volume on the flight of Rudolf Heß to England, his deputy in the 
party, and the assassination attempt of 20 July 1944.

Hitler wrote his notes in simple notebooks, in A4 format, with black leatherette cover, on lined 
paper. The volumes are kept to 1938. Stickers with the handwritten note - Ownership of the leader, 
always under lock and key. The labels are from Rudolf Heß. Later Reich leader Martin Bormann, 
the volumes are different thicknesses, they have times fifty, sometimes up to a hundred . Most pages 
in total, they cover a period of two to four months until January 1939 the volumes bear a band of 
cut letterhead bearing the imprint, National Socialist German Workers Party -.. national leadership. 
Then they are tied and sealed with the imperial eagle and swastika. Two have a double seal: The 
Heß-band and over the assassination of Hitler.

The books are well preserved. Some have a yellowish margin. Hitler made the entries by hand, with 
black ink, and signed most of the pages carefully.

The leader wrote bustling: 1932-1939 almost daily factual notes (.. speech to the SA and SS men

Circus Krone in Munich, June 24, 1932), at month-end under the heading "Personal" or "Private" is 
a short summary, with comments.

From the outbreak of war in the daily situation notes are more detailed and personal, blend fact and 
opinion more and more. On 20 May 1940 Hitler is still interested in peace negotiations with the 
British, writes, on the encircled in Dunkirk Expeditionary Force: "The British make me some 
headaches, shall I let it run now or not. As this Churchill's response? "



Until the early war years into Hitler's writing is especially narrow and straight. Later it is smaller 
and more volatile, the distances between the minimum individual words are larger. After the 
assassination attempt of 20 July 1944 ("I can now say, these people were naughty") keep his notes 
in the specified lines and not a drop to edge down. Many records are now barely legible, entries 
must only briefly dated ("end February "). The last statement is: "The already expected major 
offensive has begun. Stand with us, the Lord God! " *

Hitler diaries were written at night - stored in steel safe with a single lock, for which he alone had 
the key. Only his secretary Martin Bormann and Rudolf Heß would have known. Perhaps also his 
mistress, Eva Braun, as well as the valet Heinz Linge and Karl Wilhelm Krause.

Even Hitler's secretary knew nothing of the diaries.

Otto Günsche, one of Hitler's SS adjutants, who was the officer guarding the door to Hitler's office 
at the suicide in the bunker, and then the carrying of the corpse of Eva Braun , a man who has 
always been close to Hitler learned only in 1982 at a meeting Gerd Heidemann, the existence of the 
diaries. And Christa Schröder, one of Hitler's secretaries, has always said her boss had never made 
handwritten notes.

As it turns out, Hitler had much of what he dictated the day, how to articles for, "Vökischen 
Beobachter," instructions for the army leadership and personal letters at night designed in his 
diaries.

Throughout the Nazi literature, no reference to the secret papers, not even in the diaries of Joseph 
Goebbels, Hitler's close friend, or in the memoirs of Hitler's closest companions, such as valet 
Linge and driver Erich Kempka. This is also prominent in the Hitler biographies of Alan Bullock, 
Hugh Trevor-Roper, Werner Maser and Joachim C. Fest of them is the question.

That Hitler had already before 1932 made regular notes, comes from a slip of paper stuck to the first 
volume (June to September 1932): "As my written records of earlier years are partially gone, I have 
kept these books in the party archives accessible to."

An entry of 1 September 1943 provides information on what motivated Hitler to his diaries:
"Bormann asked me in recent days, which I regard even with these books. I told him, I'm going to 
one day retire, if I think the time has come for, and a younger make room. In these books, I partly 
mean own ideas set out so that I can make at a later time an accurate picture of certain events. So I 
will be able to make an accurate overall and incorruptible verdict."

The diaries were so obviously not meant for publication Hitler. You should primarily for underlay 
his planned memoir. The diaries also contain banalities ("suffering increasingly from insomnia, 
digestive disorders have become even worse", 30 4th 38) and intimacy ("Much suffering had to go 
through Eva. As my doctors.. Was. Told, It believes only a phantom pregnancy, but to an abortion, 
Eva ", 31 7th 40), which were not meant for posterity.

The notes, which faithfully reproduces the STERN mentioned, punctuation errors and spelling 
blunders ("Ciano is edited down.")

Revealing Hitler's record of Party members are ("Where are Göring wonder airplanes?") And allies: 
"Mussolini not cutting me to get under the eyes have already said Göring, I see Mussolini as my 
deputy in Rome." (October 1 1939). And the Duce, from whom he, on 10 September 1943 said in a 
speech: "l was and I am fortunate to call this great and loyal man as a friend".



Impressed, he reflected on 11 January 1942, seven months after the start of the attack on the Soviet 
Union, about the enemy in the East, "How does Stalin had only believed, he has no officers, but he 
got it right, a new leadership in the armed forces would be necessary for us to ... " In 1937/38 Stalin 
had purged its officer corps, as he did shoot a still not precisely determined number of several 
hundred senior officers, including the Soviet Marshal Tukhachevsky, for alleged espionage.

About his generals quoted Hitler:.. "I do need a new military leadership corps let these old officers 
to hang with titles, decorations and goods, but my orders they obey I do not have to think of 
everything that has to decide everything I let one of these. old Prussia free hand, just screwed up."

About his propaganda minister: "The little Dr. Goebbels makes history again with women will 
publish in the next few days, a secret decree that I of my closest colleagues and the party leaders in 
the kingdom of affairs no longer wanted." **

On the English Premier Neville Chamberlain on the day after signing the Munich Agreement ***:... 
"If he has me by surprise but soon, this slick British to the Duce and Daladier I would have 
presented very different conditions, but with the sly fox of Chamberlain I could not do that!"

Hitler, who initially wanted to fill up the whole Czechoslovakia and not just the Sudetenland, felt 
obviously cheated of his prey by Chamberlain's willingness to compromise.

Hitler believed that "Himmler is not important" - in his head

About the battle for Stalingrad in late January 1943, "According to my records, the situation forces 
not be so bad, I have this OB**** again fooled again?"

Particularly surprising. because unknown, is the rugged and hostile attitude of Hitler to Heinrich 
Himmler as leader of the SS. He feels that Himmler spying, distrusts the mystical German cult of 
the "Reichsführers SS" and questioned its military capabilities. Looks after the assassination of the 
carpenter Georg Elser in Munich Bürgerbräukeller of 8 November 1939, Hitler as a victim of a 
conspiracy behind which he Himmler suspected, and threatens: "This insidious small animal 
breeders with his urge to power, these opaque accountants get to know me well."

 

* On 16 April began the large-scale attack in the Red Army on Berlin.
** Goebbels wanted to divorce because of the Czech actress Lida Baarova.
*** On the night of 29/30. September 1938 voted England, France and Italy to the cession of the 
Sudetenland by Czechoslovakia to Germany.
**** Supreme Commander

Auch Bundeskanzler Konrad Adenauer fuhr auf der Göring-Yacht spazieren.

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer went for a walk on the Göring-Yacht.

(Bildtext I) Stolz stemmt Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring auf seiner Yacht »Carin ll« die Hände 
in die Hüften. Das 28 Meter lange und 1,3 Millionen Reichsmarkteure Boot hat ihm 1937 die 
deutsche Automobilindustrie geschenkt.

(Photo Text I) Hands on the hips, Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring, proud braces on his yacht 



"Carin II."  The 28 meters long and 1.3 million marks expensive boat the German automotive 
industry has given him in 1937.

(Bildtext II) Prinz Philip zwischen englischen Marineoffizieren auf der 1945 beschlagnahmten 
Göring-Yacht. Die »Carin ll« wurde in »Prince Charles« umgetauft.

(Photo Text II) Prince Philip between British naval officers on the 1945 seizures Göring-yacht. The 
"Carin II" was re-named "Prince Charles."

(Bildtext III) STERN-Reporter Heidemann erwarb 1973 die »Carin ll«. Görings Witwe hatte das ihr 
zurückgegebene Boot an einen Druckereibesitzer in Bonn verkauft.

(Photo Text III) STERN reporter Heidemann acquired "Carin II" in 1973. Göring's widow had sold 
her the boat returned to a print shop owner in Bonn.

This sneaky small animal breeders with his urge to power, this type is opaque 

accountants get to know me well."

After reports of strong partisan activities in Serbia, he writes on 17 June 1943: "Do we get the gangs 
at all in the grip actually 1st and will care by Himmler, but he lives in another world, it seems to me 
in an old Germanic sky world faith is not soon he right in the head."

Amazingly, a Hitler-up note after the invasion of Poland in September 1939. As Hitler noted in his 
diary that he had given Himmler for "retaliation" to the SS-strict instructions, "no reprisals against 
the population" to perform.

The Polish terror against civilians - an arbitrary action by subordinates? In a macabre way, 
confirmed the vernacular: "If only the Fuhrer knew?" Or careful a attempt by the diarist, to distance 
himself from the mass killings?

The fact is: After the assassination of the Deputy Reich Protector in Prague, SS Obergruppenführer 
Reinhard Heydrich, Hitler is on 31 May 1942 personally to the command of hostages. He noted in 
his diary: "I'll will set an example... Tough retaliatory measures can be carried out....."

For Hitler violence measures are by no means an injustice. What he disapproves of are arbitrary, 
unauthorized actions that he has not commanded.

"There can be no doubt that these documents...

The sensational discovery of the diaries, almost four decades after the collapse of the Third Reich 
must raise doubts - not only the credibility of the content, but as to the authenticity of the records at 
all.

The American historian Gerhard L. Weinberg, a professor at the University of North Carolina and - 
as the editor of "Hitler's second book," and "Hitler's Testament, 1938 - an accurate judge of Adolf 
Hitler's handwriting, said after a first insight into the diaries, "I must confess, I was very skeptical 
when I read it, and today I shake sometimes their heads because it is seems so incredibly . But the 
idea that someone falsified an amount of handwritten material, it seems almost impossible."

The STERN has submitted handwriting samples from the diaries to three independent appraisers . 
The origin was not mentioned. To check was only whether the texts are written by Adolf Hitler 



personally. As a comparison, five samples of Hitler's writing, documents from the Federal Archives 
in Koblenz, were made available, whose authenticity is undisputed.

The renowned American forensic expert Ordway Hilton concluded from the comparison between 
diary writing and the Koblenz documents: "... written by Hitler" (... von Hitler geschrieben.) The 
experts of the regional criminal police office of Rhineland-Palatinate, house consultant for the 
Federal Archives in Koblenz, arrived on the basis of documents submitted, the statement: "The 
original documents  in question are with a probability bordering on certainty that of Hitler."

by Adolf Hitler have been written personally"

And Dr. Max Frei-Sulzer, in 1982, deceased former head of research department of the city police 
of Zurich, one of the most prominent European handwriting expert analyzed, "The spectrum of 
forms and the read-physiological characteristics of genuine signatures and signatures of Adolf Hitler 
get in exactly the same expression on the audited documents to. There can be no doubt that these 
documents have been written personally by Adolf Hitler."

The English historian Trevor-Roper (Hitler's Last Days ) has been  consulted at the invitation of 
STERN the diaries. Trevor-Roper's  considers Heidemanns find the "most significant historical 
event of the last decade," and for "a journalistic bravura as Watergate."

Gerd Heidemann's bravura started on a ship of the Motor Yacht "Carin II" once owned by 
Reichsmarschall  Hermann Göring. He received a gift in 1937 from the German automotive 
industry. Former value: 1.3 million.

In a Berlin boat shed the "Carin II", has been constantly guarded by three soldiers who survived 
bomb attacks and the war unscathed. In 1945 it was seized in Mölln (Schleswig-Holstein) by the 
English and is the property of the British royal family. On the "Prince Charles", as it is called now, 
go celebrity guests: Elizabeth II, Prince Philip, the Queen of the Netherlands, the King of Belgium 
and Chancellor Adenauer.

In 1960 Göring's widow Emmy gets back the spoils from the English. In 1973, Heidemann acquires 
the boat from a Bonn print shop owner, at a price of 160 000 marks. For that he must sell his house 
in Hamburg.

Heidemann wants to restore the boat and then strike with extra memory to an American collector. 
The renovation works draw down, and the reporter gets to know once all other interested parties: 
the SS-General Karl Wolff, longtime chief aide Himmler wants to visit the Göring-boat, then the 
former SS-Brigadeführer Wilhelm Mohnke, last battle commander of the Reich Chancellery, 
Leopold Trepper, former head of the Soviet, Nazi-backed opponents espionage organization "Red 
Orchestra" and finally Eugene Bird, former director of the U.S. war criminals in Berlin-Spandau 
prison, which now only still incarcerated Rudolf Heß.

On his yacht Heidemann heard previously unknown details about the collapse of the Third Reich 
and the last days in the Reich Chancellery. And he hears for the first of the "Operation Serail." 
Under this alias have transported the machine-squadron leader in the last days of April of 1945 men 
and material from Berlin to Salzburg and Munich - as advance party for the planned move of the 
leader on the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden. One of the ten aircraft to be used, so the story 
Mohnke, then it disappeared without a trace. With Adolf Hitler's secret files.

Nach dem Geburtstag des Führers läßt Bormann die Kiste mit den Tagebüchern wegschaffen.



After the birthday of the leader can get rid of the box with Bormann's diaries.

(Bildtext I) Der ehemalige SS-General Karl Wolff und Gerd Heidemann mit dem Flugbuch des 
Majors Gundlfinger. Der Pilot der mit den Tagebüchern abgestürzten Ju 352 hatte Wolff 1943 
mehrmals geflogen.

(Photo Text I) The former SS General Karl Wolff and Gerd Heidemann view the flight log of Major 
Gundlfinger, the pilot of the Ju 352 downed with the diaries. Wolff had flown several times in 1943.

(Bildtext II) Heidemann zeigt eines der Tagebücher dem ehemaligen SS-General Mohnke, der die 
Reichskanzlei bis zu Hitlers Tod verteidigte. SS-Adjutant Otto Günsche, am Schreibtisch, 
überwachte die Verbrennung der Leichen von Hitler und Eva Braun. Weder Mohnke noch Günsche 
wuBten von der Existenz der Tagebücher.

(Photo Text II) Heidemann shows one of the diaries to the former SS General Mohnke, defending 
the Reich Chancellery and Hitler's death. SS adjutant Otto Günsche, at the desk, supervised the 
burning of the corpses of Hitler and Eva Braun. Still, neither Mohnke or Günsche knew of the 
existence of the diaries. 

On his yacht Heidemann heard previously unknown details about the collapse of the Third Reich 
and the last days in the Reich Chancellery. And he hears for the first of the "Operation Serail." 
Under this alias have 

transported the machine-squadron leader in the last days of April of 1945 men and material from 
Berlin to Salzburg and Munich - as advance party for the planned move of the leader on the 
Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden. One of the ten aircraft to be used, so the story Mohnke, then it 
disappeared without a trace. With Adolf Hitler's secret files.

Germany, 20 April 1945. The leader is 56, Reich Martin Bormann noted in his diary. "Not exactly 
the birthday situation." He's right. The last German resistance is broken. The Americans are in the 
Harz, in Leipzig, Nürnberg, Magdeburg, the French in the Black Forest, the English come from 
Bremen and Hamburg.

Three Soviet army groups with over 6,000 tanks encircle Berlin. An officer birthday, the first three 
Russian tanks urging Mahlsdorf to the outskirts of Berlin before - the beginning of the end. Adolf 
Hitler has to live for another ten days.

In his bunker under the Reich Chancellery apocalyptic mood prevails. After the congratulatory and 
the briefing by 16 clock to put on Himmler and Göring - Himmler according to Hohenlychen in 
Mecklenburg, Göring Berchtesgaden. The Reichsmarschall escapes with his motorcade through one 
of the last free streets, his noble mansion Carinhall north of Berlin, let it blow up.

Bormann and Goebbels stay with the leader. At this point, is still not clear whether Adolf Hitler will 
be leaving Berlin or not. Although he has the staying - General Ferdinand Schörner already on 18 
April says, his place was in the capital, but Bormann is still trying to persuade Hitler to flee to 
Berchtesgaden. He has the corporate offices of ministries located in Berlin yet, an evacuation would 
not come north into question, because the leader'll obviously want to have with her in the south.

Bormann has made provisions for the move in time. On 27 March 1945 Hitler wrote in his diary: 
"Bormann needs any documentation from me, he wants to pack them in boxes and send this to me.. 



Bormann has become indispensable  If I had had five Bormann, I would not sit down here...."

Down in the bunker, in Hitler's bedroom, there is a small steel safe, about 1.60 meters high and 75 
centimeters wide. The safe, then remembers the SS-Obergruppenführer and leader of Hitler's 
adjutant Julius Schaub after the war was, until the last corner with papers, files and letters have been 
filled, seemingly at random and in great disorder.

"Der Führer," said Schaub, "a penchant for secrecy. He started very early to keep this private 
archive, long before his accession to power. In the most crucial issues, just had, he confided but 
only in itself."

Since the safe enough in his bunker in Berlin is not enough. In Hitler's bedroom on the first floor of 
the old Reich Chancellery, two other steel cabinets, also one of Hitler's private apartment at the 
Munich Prinzregentenplatz 16 and then a steel cabinet in his study on the Obersalzberg near 
Berchtesgaden.

Hitler seemed to almost go on forever about the loss of this machine.

Schaub knows that Hitler at the beginning that the Nazi movement kept in safes, the members of the 
Nazi party lists, donor lists and declarations of sympathy and personal letters of foreign Hitler 
followers of Mussolini, Franco and Eva Braun.

And his secret diaries. But do not Schaub.

On the night of 20 to 21 April, Hitler calling the two eldest of his four secretaries themselves. He 
said Johanna Wolf and Christa Schröder that they should leave in an hour along with 80 members of 
the Reich Chancellery and other government departments in a motorcade Berlin.

Shortly afterwards he corrects himself: the roads to the south were already broken, they would have 
to leave the city by plane. Johanna Wolf, he says goodbye: "It's all over."

On the orders of Hitler's chief pilot, Hans Baur, the commander of the squadron leader, even in the 
south to start the night ten aircraft from the airports Tempelhof, Schönwalde, Schönefeld and 
Gatow. Because of a bomb attack, delay the start. Christa Schröder will fly from Tempelhof, which 
is their happiness. Your suitcase with clothes gets on board a different machine, which starts in 
beautiful wood, but not their goal.

The SS-Oberscharführer Rochus Misch, telephonist in the bunker, recalls how officials of the Reich 
Security Service, the responsible next to the SS-Wache Reichskanzlei and the leader accompanying 
command for the protection of Hitler and his residence, I was, trucks are loaded with boxes. As he 
saw his friend Wilhelm Arndt, SS-Hauptscharführer and Hitler's servant, for the last alive. Arndt 
also has driven to the beautiful forest and rose in the Ju352 of Major Frederich Gundlfinger.

"Of all machines," chief pilot Baur wrote in his 1956 published book, "I flew powers of the earth", 
"we got at night or in the morning, landing reports, of Gundlfinger not. The inquiries were 
unsuccessful for the machine. When I Hitler message was, he was very excited, because just in this 
machine was one of his servants (Arndt) flown that it was particularly important to Hitler. I told him 
extraordinarily important files and papers have entrusted to take the posterity testimony of my 
actions should! "Hitler was not able to calm down a long time, the loss seemed almost to go on 
forever."

The authors James P. O'Donnell and Uwe Bahnsen makes you curious. In her 1975 book about the 



end of the Reich Chancellery ("The Catacombs"), they report on their search for the missing Ju. 
Baur, who was released in 1955 from Russian captivity, has told the two authors, that the machine 
of Major Gundlfinger because of engine problems and because of the delayed arrival of some 
passengers will not start as planned at two clock at night could.

This became obvious that Ju would not reach the airport in Salzburg Ainring under cover of 
darkness, but still would have to fly for nearly an hour during the day - given the air superiority of 
the Allies - a life-threatening delay.

Baur: "Gundlfinger was shot down on 25 April by American hunters on the Bavarian forest." Thus, 
O'Donnell and Bahnsen satisfied - too early - for Baur was misinformed.

Weathered wooden crosses between ferns and undergrowth.

The Ju352 with the license plate KT-VC is not on 25, but in the early morning hours of 21 April 
crashed. It was not shot down by American fighters and certainly not about the Bavarian Forest. The 
Major Friedrich Anton Gundlfinger has been from the registry office Börnersdorf, Dippoldiswalde 
circuit near Dresden, declared dead.

The Gerd Heidemann learns of the Wehrmachtsauskunfstelle in Berlin-Reinickendorf. With a single 
phone call he got to the fate of the missing machine on the track.

Vergebens hat der Pilot der Ju 352 in Sachsen eine Notlandung versucht.

In vain the pilot of the Ju 352 has attempted an emergency landing in Saxony.

(Bildtext I) Fundort Börnersdorf, DDR: Auf dem kleinen Friedhof neben der Kirche wurden die 
Besatzungsmitglieder und das Begleitkommando der verunglückten Ju 352 am 24. April 1945 
begraben.

(Photo Text) Location Börnersdorf, DDR (East Germany): In the small cemetery, near the church, 
were the crew members and the movement command of the Ju 352 accident on 24 April 1945 
buried.

(Bildtext II) Die Maschine des Majors Gundlfinger war am 21. April in Schönwalde bei Berlin 
gestartet. Um sechs Uhr morgens stürzte sie bei Börnersdorf ab.

(Photo Text II) The machine of Major Gundlfinger was on 21 April Schönwalde in Berlin started. At 
six clock in the morning she crashed near Börnersdorf. 

The Gerd Heidemann learns of the Wehrmachtsauskunfstelle in Berlin-Reinickendorf. With a single 

phone call he got to the fate of the missing machine on the track.

Heidemann got to know Gundlfinger  from the "Catacombs." The book has been given to him the 
SS-Offizier Mohnke - "Thanks for the many happy hours on the 'Carin II.' Thus, the reporter comes 
by the trail of the Hitler diaries on the Göring-boat.

The crew, he shall have explained to him in Berlin, was buried at the crash site Börnersdorf. 
Information about a reburial are not available. Soldiers usually have eternal rest right that the DDR 
respected. Gundlfinger death certificate from the registry office Börnersdorf has the registration 



number 16/45.

When traveling Gerd Heidemann and Stern editor Thomas Walde in November 1980, after 
Börnersdorf, they go first to the cemetery, located behind the small church above the street. At the 
back, discovered in the southeastern corner, the 16 soldiers graves - weathered wooden crosses 
between ferns and shrubs. On one of the enamel panels is: Friedrich Gundlfinger and aircraft. On 
another: Wilhelm Arndt. That was the servant who had asked for Hitler.

Thomas Walde writes the names of the dead from the grave crosses. In the beginning, the two 
STERN reporters do not ask too many questions.

In Berlin-Reinickendorf Heidemann can give the data of the dead. Then he wonders about by 
registration offices. In Solingen, it makes Leni Fiebes identified, the widow of the buried in 
Börnersdoff SS-Hauptscharführers Max vom Fiebes - accompanying command leaders. She has not 
until the summer of 1948, learned of the death of her husband, while be was it an extract from an 
investigation report: 'male body with the remains of a gray-green uniform, the collar mirrors 2 stars 
In the right breast pocket a wallet with a series of passport photos, in the name of Max Fiebes. 
Oberscharführer, born on 27 3rd, 1910 in Solingen... personal estate could not be salvaged, as burnt 
out completely."

From experiencing the women Fiebes, Heidemann obtained the name of the gunner Franz 
Westermaier from Haag in Oberbayern. Then the address of a Oberleutnants Schultze, on the 
morning of 21 April just before Gundlfinger of Schönwalde is started. Piece by piece, Heidemann 
reconstructed the last flight of the lost Ju352. 

On the evening of 20 April, der Führer's birthday, in Schönwalde bomb alarm: air raid on Berlin, 
one of the last over three hundred. At ten clock Gundlfinger and Schultze have with their crews in 
the bunker.

Standing outside, protected by mounds of earth, the two three-engined Ju352. Even the forest is 
only a small airfield with a grass runway northwest of Berlin, near the present airport Tegel. Before 
starting the machines are pulled by oxen from cover.

At two clock at night is clear. Gundlfinger and Schultze get on the operating line in Schönwalde 
orders to finish off their engines for a flight to Ainring. Hitler's Berghof is located very close to on 
the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden.

The two pilots are waiting for the freight from Berlin. What exactly will they carry, they do not 
know. For days, fly at night, they fly files and passengers from the Reich Chancellery, and other 
ministries, to the south.

But the trucks out of the city can wait. You can't drive off because of the raid until two. The journey 
through the darkened ruins of Berlin and can takes hours. When the two planes are finally loaded 
through the large hatch. Gundlfinger is there are four clock in the morning, still waiting for a 
passenger, but who does not come.

"Gundlfinger wanted to keep very low over the trees," says Schultze. "As an experienced front 
plane he was there in front of enemy fighters safest. I said. I am flying and profitable in every 
cloud."

Schultze, to load the crates has less than 30 passengers from the Foreign Office, the Propaganda 
Ministry and the Chancellery entrains is ready before Gundlfinger. "There was no waiting. Who was 



ready to go. Went out." Time is short. Schultze flies to Gundlfinger from five minutes - five in the 
morning.

Heading Oberleutnant Schultze notes that the fuel supply is cut off from the port tank. He is not at 
the final destination Ainring. Schultze decides to stop in Prague, which is on its route and is still 
occupied by German troops. The ground staff urges him to repair for a later flight. Prague-Resin has 
been in recent days repeatedly attacked by enemy aircraft.

But the Oberleutnant wait a few minutes. Gundlfinger machine would be close behind him. Then he 
heard no engine noise, Schultze clock starts at 7:10, 35 minutes after landing, the flight to Ainring.

He ends up at 8:30 clock. Gundlfinger is not there. Schultze  has given Gundlfinger his suitcase. He 
is now gone.

"The plane was flying low. Just above the trees." Helga Fries, the wife of the innkeeper Peter Fries, 
has seen on Göppersdorf, light blue of camouflage against the sky. The beams crosses on the wings. 
Burning on Börnersdorf to. There they will disappear in the woods,  smoke rises, fat black smoke.

The Ju352 has only touched the treetops, branches, and then the oak logs in the "heath wood" on the 
edge of the street after Hartmannsbach, near Börnersdorf.

One of the three major Bramo engines will be torn down and crashes into the forest. The machine 
spins and then falls from about fifteen meters into a field, overturns and bursts. Just a few seconds, 
a leap over the last trees, and the pilot would have reached the saving clearing. On both sides of the 
street is empty space, enough room for an emergency landing.

Only one can save himself from the burning plane.

Major Frederick Gundlfinger. Born 1900, a Lufthansa captain with a million flight miles, then a 
seasoned war pilot to Narvik and Crete-band, the machine can no longer hold. Because of the Allied 
fighters he has after the start in Schönwalde hit a slight curve to the east and the Ju down at dawn to 
treetop level. He has always done, in the Russian tanks, and thus survived almost the entire war.

The ugly, long-nosed Ju352 a development of the preserved "Aunt Ju" 52, it has not flown often. 
The machine has come to the troupe in 1945. Since the Junkers-Werke have completed only 44 
machines.

A war Product: fabric cover over a steel tube frame, the wings made of wood, the floor - plywood 
planking. Only the cockpit, engine nacelles and the leading edges of wings and tail are made of 
metal.

During the impact the machine has started to burn immediately. Foreign workers from the nearby 
Good Enderlein, Soviet and French prisoners of war are the first at the accident site. Because of the 
heat they can not get to the Ju. You hear screams.

On his second trip to Börnersdorf in May 1981, Gerd Heidemann traced an eye witnesses of the 
accident . The small farmer Richard Elbe, now 72. At that time, he supervised the Russian foreign 
workers on the estate. He also ran to the clearing at the "heath wood."

Richard Elbe said: "The machine was lying on his back was ripped open her front." 

Hitlers letztes Hauptquartier: der Führerbunker unter der Berliner Reichskanzlei.



Hitler's last headquarters: the Führer bunker under the Berlin Chancellery. 

Richard Elbe said: "The machine was lying on his back was ripped open her 

front. The people on the plane were trapped. To the gunner as it banged around. Presumably, the 
ammunition exploded. Suddenly someone came crawling from the wreckage, stood up and shouted: 
"Come now, you cowardly dogs, come here. You truly are just too cowardly. " - But that did not go, 
to the smoke and heat."

The man who cried for help, the gunner Franz Xaver Westermaier. The 24 year old who survived 
the crash, as did the S-Rottenführer Gerhard Becker, 20, of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler. 

Becker died two days after the crash in the military hospital in Bad Gottleuba to his burns. 
Previously, he has not asked, "my mother Hedwig Becker Gallun at Königswusterhausen, Plantation 
No. 60, to advise of my life."

The Unteroffizier Franz Westermaier from Haag in Upper Bavaria is a lucky child. In the crash, he 
is turning from its pulpit, on top of the fuselage, hurled - that saves his life. For the second: For a 
supply flight to Crete in May 1941, when German paratroopers occupied the Greek island, his Ju52 
was shot and fell into the sea. An Italian boat has fished Westermaier, along with a comrade, as the 
only survivor.

Many are brought here and what pushed them healthy.

This time Westermaier only one cut in the butt. When questioned by the chief physician Dr. Schulz, 
Corps doctor with the General Command Flakkorps zbV, Bad Gottleuba, he mentions the names of 
the three fatally injured crew members: Major Frederich Gundlfinger , Oberfeldwebel William 
Budack, Oberfeldwebel Eugene Bassler. The names of the fatalities, SS men, he did not know.

In 1953 Westermaier applying for the establishment of any Lufthansa for a job. Recipient of the 
letter to the Munich-Riem airport is just of those retired Oberleutnant Schultze, who has been 
waiting eagerly for the time Gundlfinger.

Franz Westermaier, the only survivor of the Ju 352 KT-VC, died of a kidney tumor on 24 April 
1980. Gerd Heidemann, who wants to ask him about the cargo from the Chancellery comes too late. 

Until 1948, are the remains of the crashed machine still on the edge of the "heath wood," 800 
meters from Börnersdorf. Then ferrous metal collectors have taken away the last piece. When Gerd 
Heidemann, 27 May 1981 is the first time to the accident site, he found broken glass and a metal 
brace, nothing else.

Richard Elbe, learns Heidemann, has two windows with wide rubber edges, which probably 
originate from the glassed-in cockpit. The farmer has built after the war in a wooden shed.

The farm worker Edward Grimme, "Ede" initiative, the mutilated corpses of the Ju352 took the trip 
to the cemetery chapel Börnersdorf. "People could be seen keene," says Richard Elbe, "the arms 
were gone, the Beene, all charred. Only badge lying around on the Akker." The man has then just 
thrown on the cart.

Major Frederich Gundlfinger that Hitler and Mussolini, has flown, Bormann, Himmler's chief aide 
Karl Wolff, and in the twenties, the former mayor of Cologne, Konrad Adenauer. The German Cross 



was in gold. In the left outside pocket, the air force doctor Schulz noted in the morgue, put a 
cigarette case bearing the inscription "In memory of 500 000 air miles traveled" - a gift of pre-war 
Lufthansa. In addition, a burnt wallet with pay and post office savings book. So the Major 
Gundlfinger is identified.

On 17 April 1945, four days before death, Gundlfinger for the last written home. One of sons had 
been killed as a mountaineer in Russia, the second is missing. That he has survived, the father does 
not get more. The son returns home from Russian captivity in 1947.

"I want you drükken hand," wrote Gundlfinger on 17  April 1945 to his wife, "your caress and 
soothe all the pain to help."

In the vault of his bedroom, Hitler hides the diaries.

His wife receives the news of his death three years later. For a long time believed she, her husband 
had flown in the war with Bormann to South America.

But what happened to the cargo of the crashed machine, the boxes and cabinets from the Reich 
Chancellery? A large portion of the charge is burned, Heidemann learns from eye witnesses, the rest 
was scattered over the field.

Shortly after, the war prisoners and foreign workers from the estate Enderlein, and oldiers and SS 
men came to the scene and have everything shut off. Nevertheless recalls Erwin Göbel, son of the 
late mayor, that his father has kept in 1945 in the attic not only old town records, but also papers 
from the crashed machine in a chest of drawers. Which he had then passed on the orders of the 
Russians invaded the new commissioner's mayor, and "that has burned."

Erwin Göbel also says: ".. There's been gold in it, in the machine, not only files but everything 
around here is flown. One part is burned, but many were brought here as well and hit it." Even 
soldiers.

Richard Elbe, the farmer knows that a few people had even gold bars in the village. "But they are 
long dead." Otherwise same is also do not know much, it's better that way. Except: "A Scheen, clear 
sky was."

After Order No. 124 of the upper-most leaders of the Soviet military administration in Germany, 
Marshal Zhukov, 30 October 1945 was to deliver all Nazi documents. Who kept them made it 
illegal. Mutatis Mutandis this is available in the DDR today.

Other eye witnesses who Heidemann can ask questions in the villages around the crash site still are 
better informed - on the charge of the Ju352. They know that the machine evacuated cargo from the 
Chancellery and that it is the five SS men on board to acted bodyguard of the leader.

Heidemann receives information from the crashed machine who matters ....

1. Hitler's bedroom with a vault (arrow)
2.  Eva Braun living room and bedroom
3.  Bath and Dressing room
4.  Hitler's living room where he and Eva Braun committed suicide
5.  Corridor and Meeting Room
6.  Small Meeting Room
7.  Hitler's office



8.  Cloakroom
9.  Entrance
10.  Corridor
11.12.  room of Hitler's physician Dr. Stumpfegger with treatment room
13. Switchboard  (Oberscharführer Misch)
14.  Living and bedroom of Goebbels
15.  Working space of Goebbels
16.  Working space Bormann
17.  Machines for space heating, ventilation and lighting
18.  Bathrooms
19.  Panel for power supply
20.  Stairs to the front bunker
21.22.  Living room and bedrooms of the Goebbels family
23.  Gang and Community Dining Room
24.25.  Pantries and wine wild boar
26.  Emergency exit
27.  Unfinished watchtower
28.  Shell hole in which the corpses of Hitler and Eva Braun were burned

Im nächsten Heft beginnt der STERN mit dem Abdruck der Hitler-Tagebücher: Der Fall Heß

In the next issue of the STERN begins with the stamp of the Hitler Diaries:
The case of Heß

(Bildtext I) Die Tagebücher enthüllen eines der größten Geheimnisse der Nazi-Zeit: Heß flog 1941 
mit vollem Wissen Hitlers nach England.

(Photo Text I) The diaries reveal one of the biggest secrets of the Nazi era: Hess flew in 1941 with 
the full knowledge of Hitler to England.

(Bildtext II) Hitlers Stellvertreter Rudolf Heß war ein ausgezeichneter Flieger. 1934 nahm er am 
Deutschlandflug der besten Sportflieger teil (rechts in SA-Uniform Messerschmitt-DirektorTheo 
Croneiß). Als Heß 1939 seinem Führer erstmals den Plan vortrug, in geheimer Mission nach 
England zu fliegen, notierte Hitler im Tagebuch: "Hätte ich Heß nicht zugetraut, nicht diesem Heß"

(Photo Text II) Hitler's deputy Rudolf Heß was an excellent pilot. In 1934 he took part in flying at 
the Germany of the best amateur pilot (right in SA uniform Messerschmitt-director Theo Croneiß). 
Hess 1939 as his guide first advanced the plan to fly a secret mission to England, Hitler noted in his 
diary: "Had I not have expected Heß, this is not Heß" 

Heidemann receive information, who could have things from the crashed 

machine. Months later, he will find it: Hitler's two wound badge. The handwritten draft of the party 
program of the NSDAP for the establishment on 22 February 1920. Hitler drawings of his parents 
and Eva Braun. A cover letter from 1909: "Dear sir, permit me respectfully to send ten of my 
drawings." Hitler's Iron Cross from World War I. Two letters to unknown young ladies with a 
request for a rendezvous. A  defense against a tank attack in Flanders, 28.9.1918 by Hitler, in 1934 
signed oil paintings. The painter, the mustache is easily recognizable, with the image. He moves 
straight from a hand grenade.

the papers should bear witness to posterity



The Gundlfinger machine had charged hundreds of pictures of Hitler, intended for the planned 
Führer-Museum in Linz. Of these, most of it burned. Similarly, clothes luggage of members of the 
Reich Chancellery. Some items are not left with sewn-name bands: Chr. Schröder, E. Krüger.

Mayor Max Göbel, on the 21 April 1945 crash logged, profiled and  arranged the linen of the two 
female bodies that he could not identify.  But Hitler's secretary Christa Schröder and Bormann's 
secretary Elsa Krüger were not on board this Ju. They survived the war. No one knows to this day 
who the two dead women.

For months, Heidemann researched in the Federal Republic, East Germany, Austria, Switzerland, 
Spain, South America, often with former Nazis, such as former SS-Hauptsturmführer Klaus 
Altmann aka Barbie. He wants to find out what could have still been in the machine. Most of the 
information takes him no further. But then comes a hint that interest him.

From a metal box, the speech had been in the many notebooks, appears with the words "Property of 
the leader" - many notebooks.

Heidemann does not think so only because he can show no one of these books. But then condense 
the information. It would have been at least fifty books, in A4 format and almost all sealed. On the 
seal of the imperial eagle with the swastika.

The Stern-Reporter is now known that he is a sensation on the track, those "extremely important 
files and papers," said the leader of missing persons after the announcement of Gundlfinger 
machine, "testimony to posterity should drop by my actions" - the previously unknown diaries of 
Hitler.

Basically an incredible message: Found - almost four decades after the war ended suddenly which 
reviewed the history books. Hitler's secret documents, unique products from the Nazi era, 
discovered during a search for clues in the province.

The notes have voted. The books exist. First, then ensured by a German officer, they are then 
hidden in the Area of Börnersdorf.

On the value of books for historical research had won the Finder! in the clear. Long the books have 
been held back, whether from fear or ignorance about the right way a historic recovery - there 
remain many questions. is the name of those who have recovered Hitler diaries in April 1945 and 
the storage places and the ways of the books in the West do not call STERN. The finders have made 
it a condition that their anonymity is respected.

On the afternoon of 22 April 1945 Hitler orders his aide Schaub, the contents of the five safes 
destroyed. The SS officer grants from the vaults in Berlin, Munich and Berchtesgaden. Then he 
burned the papers to the last rest before a Munich denazification court he says proudly: "From 
Hitler's private estate is nothing left."

At this time, the most secret documents of the leader have long been safely hidden away.
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